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Praise for Nachman Krochmal
A National Jewish Book Award Finalist

"A well-organized and engaging read."
— Religious Studies Review

"The first in-depth look at... an important nineteenth-century Jewish thinker and historian. Well written [and] well researched."
— The Jerusalem Post Magazine

"A significant contribution to our understanding of the rise of modern Judaism in its East European manifestation."
— Choice

"This subtle treatment of an unfinished classic of modern Jewish thought will restore the heroic figure of Nachman Krochmal to the center of Jewish consciousness. It will also place its author in the forefront of contemporary scholars on modern Judaism."
— Ismar Schorsch
Jewish Theological Seminary

"A searching investigation of ideas held by one of the least understood but most interesting figures in modern Jewish thought. Jay Harris has done serious students of Judaism a valuable service by heightening awareness of the richness and complexity of Nachman Krochmal's reflections on Jewish theology, history, and literature. His interpretation is carefully considered and challenging."
— Michael A. Meyer
Hebrew Union College-Jewish Institute of Religion
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